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Dike technology; the Dutch experience 
La technologie de la digue: l’expérience Néerlandaise

F.B.J.Barends — GeoDelft, POB 69, 2600 AB Delft, the Netherlands. Technical University Delft, the Netherlands

ABSTRACT: A thousand-year experience the Dutch gained in their battle against the water. The resulting engineering approach by 
accounting for a growing complexity of society demands up to most recent achievements is compiled in a present-day dike technol
ogy: risk assessment in an integral setting for modem solutions to hazard protection, sustainable land use, and economic growth, in a 
prosperous living environment. The paper focuses on this development in the Netherlands and it shows white spots in our knowledge, 
particularly the geotechnical effects, as these happen to play a dominant role for water-defense systems in delta areas.

RÉSUME: C’est une expérience d’un millier d’années que les Néerlandais ont acquise dans leur bataille contre les eaux. Les résultats 
de l’approche technologique tenant compte de la complexité croissante des besoins de la société jusqu’aux plus récentes performances 
techniques sont résumés dans la technologie de la digue d’aujourd’hui. Elle se distingue par une évaluation des risques intégrant les 
solutions modernes à la protection contre les fléaux, le maintien de l’utilisation des sols et la croissance économique dans un cadre de 
vie prospère. Le présent article traite de ce développement aux Pays-Bas. Il prétend mettre en évidence des points importants de notre 
connaissance, en particulier, lorsque ceux-ci ont lieu, des effets géotechniques pouvant jouer un rôle dominant dans les systèmes de 
défense contre les eaux autour des deltas.

1 INTRODUCTION

The last millennium the Netherlands was created by land culti
vation, by flood protection against sea and rivers and permanent 
water drainage from low land and polder areas. Large cities de
veloped, including an intricate infrastructure of roads, railways, 
waterways and pipelines for sewerage, gas, and water and for 
underground transport. The main ports for shipping in Rotterdam 
and air transport in Amsterdam are a cradle for international in
dustry and commerce. The protection of commercial and social 
values in the low land demand a continuous engineering effort. 
Tens of thousands of kilometers of sea dikes, river dikes and ca
nal embankments, numerous sluices, bridges, harbors, tunnels, 
dams and closures and sophisticated monitoring and control 
systems form the backbone of the low land flood protection. The 
engineering skill could develop during centuries within a special 
legislative, social and political frame. The expertise has now 
settled in a vast range of laws, guidelines, handbooks and codes. 
At present new developments are required meeting the demands 
of the society of today. Demands related to multiple functioning 
and integral values. Moreover, the expectation of climate 
changes in terms of sea level rise, increasing rain intensity and 
high-peaked river discharges rings the bell for risk engineering 
in design and integral maintenance of water-defense structures.

2 HISTORY OF THE DUTCH DIKE TECHNOLOGY

2.1 Before building dikes

A large part of the Netherlands is situated under sea level. With
out dunes and dikes half the country would be submerged. In 
general one speaks of low lands and the name "netherlands" is 
appropriate. Since the last glacial period, which ended about 
10,000 year ago, the sea level is rising and the coastline reced
ing. This process took place by fits and starts. Repeatedly the sea 
was aggressive (transgression period), and other times relatively 
quiet (regression period). During the transgression periods the 
sea intruded deeply into the inland. During the regression peri
ods large peat areas developed in the eroded parts (Holland, 
Utrecht). Natural sea walls along the coast could withstand the

high storm surges, although the sea swallowed large areas. In the 
Roman era the possibilities for land cultivation improved and 
small villages arose at the borders of the peat marshes and inland 
creeks. Remnants of small dams and valve-sluices made from 
hollow trees have been found in the area. The higher dunes as
cended only ten centuries ago. In the late Middle Ages the sea 
became more dangerous and aggressive. In the twelfth century 
an enormous gap was made in the Netherlands. The small lake 
Almere (in the Roman time called lake Flevo) was enlarged into 
a substantial inland sea, the Zuydersea. That disaster drowned 
many villages.

2.2 Early dike building

Remnants of the oldest dike made from sods of turf was recently 
found in Friesland; it was several hundreds of meters long and 
dates from 200 BC Since the 11th century large efforts were un
dertaken to create defenses against the rising water. In many 
parts of the country dikes were build. The probability of inunda
tion decreased and man started to settle on previously uninhabit
able places. Formerly, this was only possible on hand-made 
mounds and sandbanks. The reclamation and exploitation of 
large peat-lands in the west and middle of the country created 
many large lakes. In the 17th century large-scale land reclamation 
started to drying these lakes. Dikes surrounded low-lying areas 
and surplus water was drained out during low tides, or eventu
ally by windmill power. These areas are called polders. In those 
times the discharges of the main rivers had increased signifi
cantly. Annual inundations and floods had serious consequences.

Figure 1. Historic Dutch dike, made o f  sea weed (13lb century)
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Figure 2. River dike breach, 1953

Particularly, poor or unsystematic maintenance of the dikes fre
quently caused flooding. Pools along these dikes recall the many 
dike bursts. Frequently, enormous amounts of ice accumulated 
against the dikes causing collapse at the last. Not always was the 
water regarded as dangerous. In war times one breached the 
dikes deliberately to prohibit passage for the enemy. The Span
ish and French, in particular, have experienced this strategic in
undation during their invasions. The region Holland remained 
safeguarded against occupation. Until after the Second World 
War this Holland Water Line was maintained. At present, parts 
of it are a tourist attraction.

2.3 Land subsidence and sea-level rise

It is by no means certain that the Netherlands will always be in
habited, as it is now, by a large working population. There is 
evidence that a time will come when the sea will again inundate 
most of the Netherlands, as they have already been on more than 
one occasion in the distant past. The level of the sea is rising, 
slowly but surely. If climatic changes should cause the polar ice 
caps to melt faster than at present and the sea water expand, the 
rate at which the sea is now rising could increase and rapidly 
create a critical situation. At present, measurement indicate a rise 
of about 0.80 m in hundred years. But it is not only a case of rise 
in sea level. Ground levels are getting lower at the same time. 
Besides a small tectonic subsidence, the weight of the upper lay
ers of soil is compressing the softer peat ground underneath. And 
the intensified use of ground water means the ground is getting 
dryer. Dry peat oxidizes and vanishes. So the difference between 
sea level and ground level is increasing. This process proceeds 
with a decaying intensity, at present at a rate of about 0.50 m per 
century. In total, the low lands in the Netherlands may face a 
one-meter-thirty additional drop in the coming century.

2.4 The Dutch approach

The method of flood defense that the inhabitants of the Nether
lands have developed and applied - with varying degrees of suc
cess - throughout the centuries is dike building. Ever since the 
eleventh century, when the earliest primitive dikes and embank
ments were build, the task of keeping the hungry sea and rivers 
at arm's length has been a matter of dogged perseverance and 
trial and error. Since then the main outlines of the Dutch coast 
have changed very little. The Dutch success resulted in 1113 in a 
contract of the King-Bishop Frederick I of Bremen with a group 
of Dutchmen under leadership of Priest Heinricus to reclaim 
Northwest German lowlands in a Dutch style. Dutch engineers 
were invited by the Japanese Emperor (Meiji dynasty) to assist 
in the regulation of complicated water management problems 
and land reclamation (Johannes de Rijke). As military history 
has demonstrated, the shorter the lines, the stronger the defenses. 
The first really major improvement in the Dutch coastal defenses 
came in 1932, when the Afsluitdijk (Zuydersea Barrier Dam) 
was build, linking the coasts of the provinces of North Holland 
and Friesland. It was a flood disaster in 1916 that gave the final 
impetus to the decision to link up the two coasts. After the Sec
ond World War plans were again made to improve the country's

Figure 3. Maeslandt Barrier, the Rotterdam harbor entrance gate

defenses against the sea and major rivers. Governments leam 
slowly, and it took another disaster to give the impetus to cany 
the so-called Delta plan into the execution stage.

2.5 The Delta project

In February 1953 the dikes of the delta area in the southwest 
Netherlands were breached during a severe storm. 1835 people 
lost their lives and the material damage was enormous. The fol
lowing Delta Act in 1956 provided for reinforcing the dikes and 
completely damming off the largest estuaries except for the 
Western Scheldt, which connects the sea with the harbor of 
Antwerp. In 1976, under the influence of the environmental 
lobby, which was then at the height of its strength, it was de
cided to keep the Eastern Scheldt partially open in order to con
serve the tidal environment of this estuary. This was realized by 
building a very costly open dam. In 1983 the government wanted 
to cut public expenditure by back-pedaling on the river-dikes 
reinforcement program. There were sincere protests all round, 
but the most vociferous opposition came from the Water Boards, 
the public authorities responsible for managing the sea and river 
defenses. To relieve the cost of continuous inland dike mainte
nance the government decided to construct a moveable closure, 
the Maeslandt Barrier, in the mouth of the rivers Rhine and Maes 
and the main entrance canal to the harbor of Rotterdam, the only 
vulnerable open sea-connection left. This closure was completed 
in 1996. The government has kept its promise made in 1953 that 
the sea defenses will be of the required height and strength. A 
project that took 40 years! Billions of Euro have been spent, and 
a gigantic amount of work has been done.

2.6 The large-rivers project

The struggle against the water continues. Several hundreds of 
kilometer of river embankments, lake and canal dikes need 
proper improvement. New insight uncovered the fact that design 
water levels have risen significantly. In the last decades public 
opinion changed. Landscape, nature and cultural values should 
be preserved in balance with safety requirements. The public 
protested fiercely against sacrificing old villages to dike en
forcement measures. Several governmental Committees (Becht, 
Boertien) advised the parliament about acceptable lower norms 
and suggested development of sophisticated smart redesign 
methods. Dike enforcement became subjected by law to the En- 
vironmental-Effect-Report Act. It delayed the river dike im
provement program drastically. Water Boards did not have 
enough money, wanted to save maintenance costs and preferred 
a less expensive technology. Latent danger lied in wait! When in 
1995 and 1996 high-river water levels threatened again to de
stroy the weak dikes and a massive evacuation of some hundreds 
of thousands of man and cattle had to be undertaken, the gov
ernment reacted with special legislation. The Delta Act Large 
Rivers was lounged, and 370-km primary river dikes were rein
forced in an accelerated tempo with a more integral design ap
proach. With costs varying from 5 million Euro per kilometer 
(conventional groundwork) to 15 million Euro per kilometer
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Figure 4. Dike slope failure at Streefkerk, the Netherlands

(smart methods) this project required an investment of more than 
five billion Euro, completed in 2000.

2.7 What remains to be done

For the present, the attention focuses on problems related to 
polluted river beds, storage of contaminated sludge, restoring the 
natural habitat of rivers, estuary dikes, unstable sea-dike slope 
protection, introduction of the new integral approach and the de
velopment of a broad public and politic platform for a modem 
and consistent safety norm. A continuous great effort is dedi
cated to the improvement of the Dutch water-defense system by 
exploring new methods and ways, by developing new knowl
edge and experience and by inspiring a true and balanced politi
cal and social awareness about the matter of safety. There is con
sensus that a water-defense structure represents a multi
functional element, and that the safety demand -  one of the pri
mary functions - should be considered in relation with other as
pects. Countermeasures to expected sea-level rise will, no doubt, 
include building with nature, allowing more storage for 
(rain)water and extending the coastal zone seawards.

3 THE DUTCH WATER-DEFENSE PHILOSOPHY

3.1 Organization

The unique form of self-government - the waterschap - which 
may be regarded as having fostered the independent spirit of the 
western Netherlands, began to emerge in the first half of the 
twelfth century. Best translated today as Water Board, the wa
terschap is authorized to manage water levels in the western 
lowlands by building and maintaining embankments, dikes and 
sluices. The Water Boards have continued to function in much 
the same form to this day, when water has become a crucial 
factor in many aspects of life such as industry and recreation and 
their attendant problems, like water quality control. The Water 
Boards exercise authority over 1300 kilometers of sea dikes and 
900 kilometers of main river dikes. It is difficult to estimate ex
actly the length of all the bosom water embankments and dikes 
under Water Board control, it runs into the thousands of kilo
meters. A Water Board's regulations mostly include detailed 
provisions for the recruiting and the functioning of the dike 
army. When danger threatens, the troops must be on alert, pa
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trolling the dike and standing by with sandbags and equipment to 
stop occurring breaks. Members of the 'army' must be instilled 
with the need to defend their families, community and country 
and have an intimate knowledge of the lie of the land. By law, 
all male residents aged between 18 and 60 have, if necessary, to 
report for duty. An administrative and a technical department 
carry on the Board’s everyday work: legal affairs and policy, and 
design, execution and management of water defense structures 
and water treatment.

In the 21st century the organization has been upscaled signifi
cantly. The number of individual water boards has been reduced 
from 3000 to 57 over the last 3 decades.

3.2 Dike technology

There are, roughly speaking, four types of dikes in the Nether
lands: river, coastal, estuarine dikes and the embankments 
around bosom waters, i.e. the canals and lakes used as storage 
basins to regulate polder water levels. These four types differ in 
design and construction. When, in the past, the authorities had to 
decide how high to build a dike, they took the highest known 
level as their standard. The many 'wielen', deep pits scoured out 
by water swirling through breaches, now to be seen as pools 
along the lines of the dikes, bear silent witness to our forefathers' 
failure to get their calculations right.

After the catastrophic 1953 floods the authorities decided that 
the height to which the dikes ought to be raised, should conform, 
as far as possible, to scientifically calculated criteria. Their basic 
principle was not that flood water levels should never be able to 
exceed the height of the dike, since this would be impossible to 
finance, but rather that the likelihood of floodwater overflowing 
the dike would be acceptably small. This principle was laid 
down in the Delta Plan.
In some areas, for example, an inundation risk of once in four 
thousand years is considered acceptable. The heights derived 
from these base levels are known as draft levels. Besides the 
draft level, the effect of surf rolling up the seaward slope must 
be taken into account when calculating the height of the dike 
crest. This seaward slope will, if properly designed, break the 
surf so it does not surge as high. Dikes in very exposed places 
are designed with a 'sill' built into the slope at storm tide level.

The body of the dike must be protected against the force of 
the waves and the effect of tidal currents. Dikes in the Nether
lands are mostly faced with turf as a basic covering. Depending 
on the angle of the slope and the force of the waves' attack, ba
salt, concrete blocks and/or asphalt are used as revetment. Fortu
nately, high tide levels never last long. A normal tide cycle lasts 
twelve hours, consequently the water hardly ever gets a chance 
to percolate deep into the dike so the angle of the inland slope 
can be allowed to be fairly steep.

Water levels on the upper reaches of the rivers are determined 
by weather conditions upstream, such as rainfall and thaw. These 
days, the necessity of dike improvement is based on exceedence 
of a certain river discharge occurring about once in two thousand 
years, a figure derived from statistics. High water on the upper 
river reaches lasts considerably longer than in a storm tide area, 
and waves do not generally play as great a role. These two fac
tors are reflected in the design of the most desirable river dike 
cross-section. The riverside slope may, consequently, be angled 
more steeply and the revetment need not be of heavy quality as

Figure 5. W ater exceeding crest determined inundation risk Figure 6. Uplift phenomena, stability approach by V an’s method (2001)
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Figure 7. Piping, sand ejecting wells at a dike’s lee side

on the coast. The angle of the slope may not, however, be too 
steep for turf to grow properly grass cover or for a stone revet
ment to be satisfactorily placed. The longer periods of high wa
ter give the ground water table within the body of the dike more 
opportunity to rise.
In order to prevent seepage, the inland side of the dike is often 
given a gentler slope. A peculiar phenomenon is uplift, occurring 
when ground water pressures are high enough to lift the covering 
ground layer at the lea-side slope toe. In some cases local ero
sion arises in the form of sand boils (piping), which undermine 
the foundation (van Loon, 2001). Another criterion is the over
topping, water gulping over the dike crest and loss of stability by 
subsequent erosion of the lee side.

The bosom embankments are the smallest of all the four types 
of dike. They are mostly constructed of clay and peat. The core 
below the crest often consists of a great variety of materials as, 
in the course of time, local authorities have used sand, rubble, 
and clay as available to add to the dike's height. The strain which 
bosom embankments have to withstand differs from other types 
of dike. They are, for example, subjected to a practically con
stant high water level. Their ground water table is, consequently, 
fairly high. The subsequent saturation forms a hazard, especially 
during periods of high rainfall, as earth-slides occurring along 
the inland slope might inflict inundation

3.3 Dike design

The most ancient dam is found at Jawa in Jordan, six millennia 
ago, built of earth with a protective coat of masonry. The dam of 
Kafara, on Wadi Garawi, south of Cairo, dates back 4.5 millen
nia. It is 12 meter high and 84 meter wide at the base, thus with a 
slope of 1:3.5, on either side, and its construction showed two 
distinct functions: stability by the two parallel outer embank
ments of rock and mortar, and imperviousness by the central 
filling of materials of the bed of the valley. In ancient Nether
lands a consistent dike design was developed by monks; it also 
consisted of the two separate functions: an impermeable part by

Table 1. Structural elements and failure modes (malfunctioning)

element link principle limit states

~ overtopping 
height ^

wave overtopping

----- - -------^  erosion outer slope
outer slope ^L- — /

instability outer slope

_ _  leakage
core

— \ j r i r  settlement

erosion inner slope
inner slope

— instability inner slope

^ 7 ------  1 uplift
subsoil —

piping

i ne UKemxood ojjauure is the integration o f  
pwtoMttt&ebofiisms under their relevant loading 
conditions

Figure 8. Risk by considering all components in a dike stability analysis

dense sea weed, and a stabile part by an earth body of clay, rein
forced by coupled rows of short wooden piles and a carefully 
placed stone toe against wave attack. Until 1850 dikes were 
made symmetric, just like the dam of Kafara, with slopes of 
about 1:2.5.
At present, a Dutch dike is faced with an impermeable layer. 
This is mostly clay but sometimes supplemented by asphalt. 
Apart from being impermeable, the layer must also resist scour
ing. A grass cover with a healthy layer of turf is usually suffi
cient for dikes on non-tidal river reaches. Dikes subjected to 
heavier attack are usually given a revetment of stone or concrete 
blocks. The core of a dike bears the dike. It must provide support 
for the clay layer and give the whole dike sufficient volume and 
weight to resist the pressure of the water piled against it. It is 
never seen or felt, but a dike displaces horizontally for about a 
decimeter or two when subjected to high water. Shear forces in 
the underground provide a further slip.

Other than the clay facing, the core must be permeable. Any 
water that does manage to percolate through must be allowed to 
flow away safely so the body of the dike does not become satu
rated and weaker, as higher saturation significantly decreases 
soil shear resistance. On the inland side the sand core is again 
faced with clay to prevent it being washed away, either by rain 
or by water overtopping the crest. Provision is made along the 
foot of the inland slope to allow water, which has penetrated the 
core to drain away safely. Such drainage is vital for the stability.

These general features may vary from place to place. Much 
depends on local factors which can differ widely such as the type 
of ground below the dike, the materials available in the past, the 
pressure the dike must withstand, and the traditions and customs 
of the area. The evaluation of the relative importance of the vari
ous criteria of dike construction or dike improvement and subse
quently the assessment of an economically optimal design is 
achieved by the application of the probabilistic approach, which 
involves a close inspection of water levels and corresponding 
failure mechanisms, their probability and their coherence. This 
approach has gained national support in the last twenty years and 
has become the accepted design philosophy of modem dike de
sign and maintenance in the Netherlands.

3.4 Dike-ring approach

The strength of the chain of defenses is never greater than their 
weakest link. This anticipates a safety norm of an area protected 
by a sequence of dikes, referred to as a dike-ring. For each area 
surrounded by a dike-ring the safety norm is related to the eco
nomic, social and environmental values assigned to the protected 
area. The required safety of individual dike sections is related to 
the safety of the entire dike-ring area and to the specific role the 
considered dike plays. Dike technology is therefore based on 
three major elements:

the safety philosophy; the dike-ring approach, application of 
probabilistic methods, and research on new economically 
and ecologically sound ways to retain the water, 
the design and the control of functions of water-defense
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systems; control-guidelines, technical elaboration of various 
failure mechanisms, and research on new ways of realization 
of structural elements.
rational maintenance; methods for preventive maintenance, 
methods for error detection and monitoring, and efficient 
techniques of maintenance.

3.4.1 Safety philosophy

Disasters due to technical failure seem always to be less accept
able than natural catastrophes. An important question is whether 
disasters due to technical failure can be avoided and whether 
damage due to natural catastrophes can be minimized. An obser
vation is that in a society full with sophisticated technical sys
tems disasters are unavoidable. Accidents are the logic conse
quence of a society that lives on technology. The discussion 
about safety mainly deals with probability theory and social ac
ceptance. There exists an apparent subjective safety during a pe
riod of absence of accidents. Safety assessment, therefore, com
prises the evaluation of risk sensation involving objective 
personal and social acceptance and the analysis of probability of 
failure involving various realistic events. The new Water Re- 
tainment Act provides the possibility to base the safety philoso
phy on likelihood of inundation. Three risk-components deter
mine the relation between safety level and a probability of 
failure or malfunctioning: personally acceptable risk, optimized 
economic risk, and socially acceptable risk.

3.4.2 Functional analysis

The basic function of a dike is to retain the water. Various ele
ments can be distinguished each playing a characteristic role in 
the functioning of the dike. These principal elements are:
- the crest height should be above the design water level 

outer slope: a watertight cover in order to keep the inner 
groundwater table and leakage low and resistant against 
rapid drawdown, ice and earthquake
the core of the dike conveys the horizontal load due to the 
water to the subsoil

- inner slope: a permeable cover to keep groundwater table 
and leakage low and stable under overtopping and earth
quake

- the subsoil provides suitable stability and has a water re
taining function

In urban areas existing buildings in and on the dike can jeopard
ize its function. The watertight cover is locally interrupted, dif
ferential settlements can cause cracks and maintenance becomes 
more complicated. Using functional analysis two principal solu
tions can be defined for the situation of buildings on a dike: fully 
integrated, when the buildings and their foundations are also the 
water retaining structure or building and dike are functionally 
separated. This can be achieved by various measures. In these 
solutions the effects on the elements of the dike must be consid
ered precisely and in detail (leakage, stability, erosion, etc.). For 
trees on the dike the same holds. Trees are admitted when they 
do not interfere with the principal dike function.

The problems related to buildings and trees can be solved in a 
technical way; the question of control and maintenance remains. 
When the water retaining function and building are fully inte
grated, frequent inspection is necessary. Uncontrolled changes in 
the buildings by their owners may be a danger to the dike func
tion and a threat to the safety. It is recommended to plan the de
sign for a period of 100 year. If buildings are outside the techni
cal dike profile the inspection is more complicated, particularly 
when the fundamental elements (watertight screen) are not di
rectly visible. The quality can be checked by adequate measure
ments during high waters. For buildings in the lee-side area a 
regular inspection of the cellars and the maintenance of the 
lee-side slope is required. The present-day development of 
houses in the river forelands, although officially prohibited, be
came lucrative and popular, but it raises a serious new political 
issue, as safety is at stake during high river discharges.

3.4.3 Dike maintenance
The technical component of management is maintenance, which 
consist of inspection, taking measures and allocation of person
nel, materials and equipment. The condition of a water-defense 
system will degenerate in the course of time. Moreover, the 
loading conditions may change, and new insight in the evalua
tion of strength of elements in the system may arise. Two fun
damental activities, periodical control and taking measures in 
time, form the backbone of a proper maintenance policy. Peri
odic control implies a comparison between actual condition and 
the minimum condition requested. The important question is 
how the system will behave until the next moment of inspection. 
The following steps are distinguished: 

determination of functional demands 
evaluation of the condition until the next inspection 
comparison with the norms 
choice of measures 
optimization.

Important aspects in this procedure are the concept of fixed and 
variable data, the degeneration model and the system of diagno
sis. How to determine the actual strength of an existing dike? 
Pilot studies have been performed to clarify the approach for 
practical purposes. Preliminary results are compiled in a concept 
control-guideline for a try out.

3.5 Failure mechanisms or malfunctioning

For a typical dike cross-section various failure mechanisms 
(limit states) can be distinguished. Traditionally, much attention 
is given to the mechanism of overtopping and wave overtopping. 
By the selection of a proper crest height with respect to the ex- 
ceedence of design water levels and wave heights a safe dike 
profile can be accomplished. Breaches in the past have proved 
that overtopping was not always the cause of inundation. Piping, 
micro-instability and slope-slides have induced flood disasters. 
Also situations which did not happen so far could be added, such 
as collision during high water by a large ship. A similar consid
eration applies to structures in the dike (sluices, floodgates, 
locks, pumping stations), when they participate in the wa- 
ter-retaining function of the dike. Excess loading may also ex
ceed the bearing capacity of the foundation causing large unac
ceptable displacements. History shows that structures in dikes 
present a major threat.

An aspect of special concern is the human factor, i.e. the 
manual operation of sluices, locks and floodgates during high 
waters. In the analysis the probability of the human error should 
be considered. For a dike-ring the probability of failure of any 
dike section and of any structure may lead to inundation of the 
area, as the total strength is not greater than its weakest link. 
Therefore, the probability of inundation increases with the length 
of dikes in a dike-ring.

Usually, a dike, which is well designed and performs the 
functions required, also satisfies the safety conditions of the 
various failure mechanisms. The function water-retaining de
mands a suitable crest height, a suitable water tightness of the 
dike body and subsoil, a suitable stability to transfer the water 
level induced shear force, and a suitable resistance of the dike to 
all forces which are related to its existence (stream forces, wave 
loading, tourist damage). If the principal elements are well de
signed, i.e. the crest height, the outer slope, the core, the inner 
slope, and the subsoil, then the principle limit states or failure 
mechanisms are dealt with automatically.

3.6 Dealing with uncertainties

The safety of a certain mechanism is controlled by investigation 
of the critical situation, the limit state1, where loading and mobi
lized strength are in equilibrium, and any increase of loading 
causes collapse. Sometimes a limit state can not be assessed by 
calculations. Physical tests and pilot tests or engineering experi
ence is used. The probability method, in fact, elucidates and
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Figure 9. Modem decision process for inundation risk approach, a multi

disciplinary approach

quantifies the relative importance of uncertainties. It is here, that 
conventional deterministic calculation methods apply as a cor
nerstone in an integral approach. Uncertainties are classified as 

intrinsic (related to nature: time, stochastic water levels, and 
space, soil heterogeneity) and epistemic (related to models: sta
tistics, incomplete data, inaccuracy, scale). This is practically 
possible by the definition of dike-rings. For each ring a safety 
norm is determined and the safety norm of all other elements in 
the dike-ring system are related to this norm. The inundation ap
proach comprises the following aspects: 

loading (tides, waves, earthquakes) 
mechanisms (failure mechanisms per type of structure and 
element)
calculation methods (probabilistic models, partial safety 
factors)
inundation scenarios, damage evaluation 
decision models accounting for values and loss (damage). 

This approach requires the evaluation of the economic, social, 
and cultural damage caused by inundation. It requires awareness 
for natural and environmental values and a social acceptance of a 
change of the role that existing water-defense systems may play. 
The amount of damage is, in fact, a directive for the effort one 
should implement to keep the probability of this failure low. The 
calculation methods and decision models define how the infor
mation obtained can be used to make a rational decision.
Mere intuition and experience have in the past, addressed un
certainties. Today, it is possible to objectively quantify and 
qualify uncertainties for hypothetical but well-described scenar
ios. Societies do call for this approach being confronted with an 
increasing pressure on space allocation for work and living for a 
growing population with altering needs. In the coming decade 
the Dutch will face the issue how to handle uncertainties in an 
integral policy and decision making process for a prosperous de
velopment of their low lands.
1 A distinction is made between ultimate limit state and service limit sta

te. The former is the extreme situation when breaching occurs, the latter 
when any designed function is being jeopardized.

4 WHITE SPOTS AND DUTCH FUTURE RESEARCH

4.1 Workshop Innovation and collective R&D programs

In 1998 GeoDelft, formerly Delft Geotechnics, organized a 
workshop Innovation. Central themes were time and risk, essen
tial to all our activities, as the general goal is the establishment 
of optimum environments in a safe and fast manner. In introduc
tions sharp inspiring statements on social versus scientific mat
ters were prepared to stimulate a debate. Over eighty delegates 
from building, government and education communities partici
pated. Conclusions stated are:

Monitoring in the construction and in-use stage makes sense 
only if possibilities exist to interfere in case of malfunction
ing.
Monitoring or close inspection by experts during the build
ing phase may provide valuable information about weak 
links in the process.
Monitoring might enhance building methods as new oppor

tunities and innovations that may otherwise not come to life. 
This, in turn, may emphasize the value of monitoring. 
Parallel monitoring of specific vital parts of a construction 
process will provide new knowledge and information, which 
can be generalized in conceptual prediction models.
Better performance later by monitoring now. Knowledge in
vestment for future quality is a timeless wisdom.
Being really involved in risks makes a great difference. 
Dedicated communication and clear information, dealing 
with social and political innocence and ignorance, is of es
sential importance. The profession needs more visualization. 
Legislation is decisive and fateful. A once fixed norm is in
flexible and it can create its own rigid environment.

One of the incentives for this workshop is a new professional 
role in national collective research programs enhanced by the 
Dutch government. Partial financing is available, 30 to 50%, for 
proactive and requested initiatives that focus on long term as
pects of specific items, such as sustainable development of deltas 
(the Delft Cluster Program), sustainable development of the 
quality of the subsoil (the Foundation Knowledge Transfer Sub

soil), underground construction (the Center for Underground 
Building), and multifunctional use of available living space (the 
Center for Multiple Environmental Development). The remain
der of the financing is brought together by stakeholders and by 
the research entrepreneur. Stakeholders are the end users of the 
products and methodologies developed. The government itself is 
a stakeholder for matters concerning safety against inundation. 
In the foregoing five years, 1994-1999, this new form of collec
tive R&D programming was successful, and for the coming fif
teen years new national R&D programs started recently, a great 
challenge for the Dutch engineering profession.

4.2 Recent achievements and references

Some of the most valuable achievements are compiled in com
prehensive manuals and guidelines. They refer to earth and rub
ble stone dams and dikes constructed on soft ground.

4.2.1 soft ground engineering
CUR Report 162 -  Building on Soft Soils (1996). The Dutch 
knowledge and experience is gathered on design and construc
tion of earth structures on and into highly compressible soils of 
low bearing capacity. The design process, including soil investi
gation, probabilistic methods and mechanical behaviors, is ex
tensively discussed, and the construction, including fill materi
als, building methods and maintenance and management, are 
outlined. Special information is given on parameter correlations, 
software codes and validation methods of calculations, and 
practical cases are worked out. A special chapter deals with be
havior of peat and organic clays.

4.2.2 rubble mounds and stone revetments
CUR/CIRIA2 Report 154 -  Manual on the Use o f Rock in 
Coastal and Shoreline Engineering (1991). Knowledge and ex
perience obtained form several large projects, has been gathered 
by British and Dutch engineers. The manual includes data col
lection, design, construction and maintenance aspects. Chapter 4 
describes the dynamic hydrogeotechnical stability of rubble 
mound structures and stone covers, in particular when exposed 
to wave attack and earthquakes. The manual contains various 
practical design concepts and formulas, and elaborated examples 
on the probabilistic approach. It also describes instruments and 
numerical tools, and the corresponding legislation.
2 CUR: Center fo r  Civil Engineering Research and Codes (NL); CIRIA: 
Construction Industry Research and Information Association (UK).

4.2.3 dike technology

A long list of guide-lines and manuals, technical reports and 
fundamental studies is available, most of which published under 
the auspices of the TAW (Technical Advisory Committee for 
Water Defense Structures, founded in 1967), a committee that
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advises the Minister of Transport, Public Work and Water Man
agement. Amongst its members resort representatives of the 
ministry, governmental departments (RWS, RIKZ, DWW, 
RIZA), the Water Boards, the provinces (IPO), the universities 
(TUDelft, IHE), and knowledge institutes (Delft Hydraulics, 
GeoDelft). Technical guidelines and manuals in use are:
- Guide line River Dike Design, part I, lower river regime
- Guide line River Dike Design, part II, upper river regime
- Guide line Artifacts and Objects in on and near Dikes 

Guide line Audit of Dunes as Safe Water Defense System
- Guide line Sea and Estuary Dikes 

Manual Aspects of Clay 
Manual Asphalt as Cover

- Guide line Environmental Effect Report
- Guide line Constructive Design
- Manual inventory and valuing LNC-aspects (LNC: Land 

scape, Nature, Culture)
Guide line Water Defense Special Structures 
Guide line Sandy Coasts 
Guide line Auditing Safety 
Fundamentals for Water Defense

- Manual Water Defense Ground Structures
These guidelines are updated with a frequency of five years.

4.3 White spots

The national program WONS on research and support for water 
defense, with an annual budget of 15 million Euro, in the hands 
of the Ministry of Transport, Public Work and Water Manage
ment, covers three aspects: safety, rivers and coasts. The main 
issues for the coming period of five years are:
- The following efforts are planned for the aspect safety: inun

dation map covering the Dutch dike-ring areas with the in
undation risk and the expected damage; adaptation of the 
guideline Auditing Safety; the Boundary-Condition Book 
that contains hydraulic design conditions per dike-ring; the 
High Water Information system (HIS 2000) for the manage
ment task; updates of various guidelines and manuals; intro
duction of a safety philosophy based on inundation risks and 
corresponding norms.

- The following efforts are planned for the aspect rivers: im
proved prediction models for high water levels of the rivers 
Rhine and Maes; more accuracy in design discharge and 
water level; development of sustainability in water defense 
technology.

- The following efforts are planned for the aspect coasts: stra
tegic report on dynamic coast management in relation to 
reclamation plans for enlarging Rotterdam harbor, building a 
new airfield in sea, and a wind-energy park; effects of cli
mate dynamics on sea-level rise, currents, tides and storm 
frequency; expanding the coastal zone by building with na
ture.
A special effort is planned for studying the actual strength of 
dikes in close coherence with the national program Delft 
Cluster. Some locations are selected for a consistent moni
toring of a dike section under (artificial) extreme conditions. 

For the last subject, in a recent brainstorm session with repre
sentatives from different disciplines in the field of dike technol
ogy, the actual white spots in the present-day knowledge and ex
perience were evaluated, with the emphasis on field monitoring. 
The following list shows the result, highest priority first.
■ Pore Pressures and the Phreatic Line in a Dike 
The pore pressure is a crucial factor in the geotechnical stability, 
and a better prediction of these pore pressures result in higher 
safety. Pore pressures are also a critical factor during 
(re)construction of a dike. The dike composition, the soil hetero
geneity and the time lapse of loading play an important role. 
Pore pressures should be evaluated in coherence with strength 
(plastic zones). Why do ‘dry’ dikes show slides?
* Deformation and Strength
How crucial is deformation for the safety? There is a need for

Figure 10. Test dike section at Berg Ambacht, tests performed in 2001

design norms related to deformation. What is the admissible rate 
of deformation in relation to safety? Do relations between 
strength- and deformation parameters exist and are they practi
cally useful? There is a need for more validation of modem de
sign and maintenance methods.
■ Breach Growth, Residual Strength, Trans-Safety factors
A recent study on breach growth of sandy dikes has provided a 
model of the so-called trans-safety factor, i.e. the span between 
the initiation of failure and the complete breach. A study on the 
breach behavior of a clay dike is due. Is instability of the inner 
slope a safety problem? A plead for a historic dike failure in
ventory with the emphasis on technical data in order to support 
information on actual strength. Modeling methods for large de
formation and continuing failure.
■ Rigid Structures
What are the norms for sheet piling deformations when used 
against leakage? Measurement of the actual ground stresses 
(horizontal) is requested. The evaluation of existing alternative 
dike designs should get attention.
■ Overtopping and Infiltration (also Precipitation)
What is the contribution of surface, root-zone, and subsoil trans
port in the overtopping and infiltration through and on the lee- 
side slope of a dike? What is the sustainability of a grass cover? 
How to get a grip on the process of saturation and weakening of 
a dike body?
■ Erosion Outer Slope
What is the effect of rapid drawdown in relation with the be
havior of the phreatic line for different types of revetments? 
Norms on this phenomenon do not exist.
■ Uplift and Outburst
The existing theory on this phenomenon should be tested in 
practice. By purpose, creating some leakage just behind the dike 
inner toe. Is that a useful remedy?

5 CONCLUSION

The thousand-year experience in eliminating high water threat to 
the Dutch low lands is by no means complete and sufficient. A 
comprehensive study for coastal zone extension has been com
pleted (Plan Waterman), and progress is made to natural sup
ported coastal developments at three locations. Observation indi
cates that natural sand transport guided by local hard elements 
creates the planned coastal zones, in due time.

At present, a real-scale field test is undertaken on an existing 
dike section at Berg-Ambacht, that became superfluous. The 
failure mechanisms overtopping, uplift, slope erosion and slope 
instability will be evoked deliberately and careful observation 
will be compared with predicted calculated behavior. By this 
type of validation our skill in dike technology may become a 
better guarantee against flooding and it will support new design 
and maintenance methods leading to solid and sustainable solu
tions in line with social requests and continuously changing 
natural conditions.
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